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Abstract

The security vulnerabilities are becoming the major obstacle to prevent the wide adoption of ultra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC) in 5G and beyond communications. Current security countermeasures based on cryptographic algorithms have a stringent requirement on the centralized key management as well as computational capabilities of end devices while it may not be feasible for URLLC in 5G and beyond communications. In contrast to cryptographic approaches, friendly jamming (FJ) as a promising physical layer security method can enhance wireless communications security while it has less resource requirement on end devices and it can be applied to the full distribution environment. In order to protect wireless communications, FJ signals are introduced to degrade the decoding ability of eavesdroppers who maliciously wiretap confidential information. This article presents a state-of-the-art survey on FJ schemes to enhance network security for IoT networks with consideration of various emerging wireless technologies and different types of networks. First, we present various secrecy performance metrics and introduce the FJ method. The interference caused by FJ signals on legitimate communication is the major challenge of using FJ schemes. In order to overcome this challenge, we next introduce the integration of FJ schemes with various communication technologies, including beamforming, multiple-input multiple-output, full duplex, and relay selection. In addition, we also integrate FJ schemes with different types of communication networks. Finally, a case study of FJ schemes is illustrated and future research directions of FJ schemes have been outlined.
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1. Introduction

As one of the critical application scenarios to support time-critical applications in 5G and beyond communications, the URLLC technologies have received extensive attention recently \cite{1, 2, 3, 4}. There are a number of studies on the applications of URLLC, such as in industrial Internet of Things (IoT) networks \cite{5, 6}, vehicular networks \cite{7, 8, 9, 10}, UAV communication systems \cite{11, 12}, virtual reality networks \cite{13} and remote healthcare systems \cite{14}. On the one hand, the proliferation of URLLC enables a diversity of applications which have high requirements in reliability and latency. On the other hand, the wide adoption of URLLC in 5G and beyond communications is also facing some challenges, especially in the security and privacy aspects. For example, URLLC links are often vulnerable to eavesdropping (or wiretapping) behaviours due to the openness of radio channels. Following eavesdropping activities, other malicious attacks, such as man-in-the-middle, spoofing, and falsification attacks may occur as in \cite{15, 16, 17, 18}.

Hence, the countermeasures to secure URLLC have to be enforced to protect the massive amount of confidential data from malicious attacks, especially for eavesdropping attacks. However, identifying the eavesdropping activities is difficult since malicious nodes often passively eavesdrop the confidential data without disclosing their locations \cite{19, 20}.

Traditionally, cryptographic techniques are most commonly employed to protect the security of wireless communications \cite{21, 22, 23, 24, 25}. Nevertheless, cryptographic schemes require a proper key generation, distribution, and management while it may not be feasible for URLLC, which has a strict requirement of ultra-low latency. Meanwhile, the relatively short channel block-length also limits the usage of complicated encryption algorithms in URLLC \cite{26}.

Different from computational-complex cryptographic techniques, physical layer security (PLS) is able to offer a less computational-complex solution to the security of URLLC by generating artificial noise or designing lightweight
encryption schemes through leveraging the intrinsic randomness of wireless channels. One merit of PLS techniques for URLLC is that the key distribution and encryption/decryption process are not required [18, 26, 27].

Among all the approaches of PLS, exploiting noise and interference signals is an efficient and effective approach to confuse the eavesdropper and strengthen network security [28, 29, 30]. The most appealing designs by exploiting the advantage of artificial noise signals to thwart eavesdroppers are artificial-noise schemes and cooperative-jamming schemes. Specifically, artificial-noise signals are transmitted together with the confidential signals by the legitimate transmitter itself whereas jamming signals in cooperative jamming schemes are generated by external helping nodes [31, 32, 33]. In recent studies, the artificial-noise signals generated by relay nodes or additional users are also considered in artificial-noise schemes [34, 35, 36]. In this paper, we refer both cooperative jamming schemes and artificial-noise-aided schemes to friendly-jamming (FJ) schemes since both of them are used for the same objective and they have similar noise-generation methods.

The FJ method essentially injects FJ signals into the wireless channels of the eavesdroppers so that the eavesdroppers are not able to decode the confidential information signals successfully due to the minimized Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio (SINR). The main merits of FJ methods are the low computational load and low implementation complexity [37]. Moreover, the coordination messages exchanging and extra processing of the legitimate information signals are unnecessary in FJ schemes. In Figure 1, we show several application domains of FJ schemes to secure URLLC, e.g., remote healthcare systems, vehicular networks, virtual reality (VR) networks, and industrial IoT networks.

On the other hand, in conventional FJ schemes, the interference management is a critical problem to be solved. In particular, the impact of FJ interference on legitimate transmissions needs to be minimized. Meanwhile, the power of FJ signals should be limited to be lower than a certain threshold. Moreover, the FJ devices should be feasible for most common communication protocols. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the FJ method is challenging in a dynamic environment. These restrictions limit the wide application of FJ schemes in URLLC of 5G and beyond networks.

Recently, there are extensive attentions on integrating FJ methods with other wireless techniques to deal with the challenges of FJ schemes. For example, the integration of FJ with beamforming concentrates the jamming power to increase the interference at the eavesdropper [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Moreover, the integration of FJ with MIMO technique improves secrecy performance with the extra spatial degrees of freedom [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. The full-duplex technique allows legitimate receivers or relay devices to transmit FJ signals [28, 50]. With relay selection techniques, the desired relay device transmits information signal while other relay devices transmit FJ signals [51, 52, 53]. When network coding is integrated with FJ, the effectiveness of FJ to enhance the secrecy performance is improved [54, 55]. The integration of FJ with game theory provides the decisions in choosing the proper chance to conduct jamming [56, 57].

Furthermore, FJ schemes can be applied to different types of communication networks to further enhance network security. The representative communication networks
Table 1: Terms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5G</td>
<td>Fifth generation</td>
<td>MIMO</td>
<td>Multiple-Input Multiple-Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN</td>
<td>Artificial Noise</td>
<td>MISO</td>
<td>Multiple-Input Single-Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Base Station</td>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>Physical Layer Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRN</td>
<td>Cognitive Radio Network</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>Primary User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI</td>
<td>Channel State Information</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2D</td>
<td>Device-to-Device</td>
<td>SDR</td>
<td>semidefinite relaxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>Connection Outage Probability</td>
<td>SIC</td>
<td>Successive Interference Cancellation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>Full Duplex</td>
<td>SINR</td>
<td>Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FJ</td>
<td>Friendly Jamming</td>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>Secrecy Outage Probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>Half Duplex</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>Secondary User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HetNet</td>
<td>Heterogeneous Network</td>
<td>SWIPT</td>
<td>Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Integrated Circuit</td>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>Unmanned-Aircraft Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
<td>URLLC</td>
<td>Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

include cognitive radio networks [58, 59], heterogeneous networks [60], Device-to-Device (D2D) networks [61, 62], UAV-aided networks [63, 64], IoT networks [65, 66] while the effectiveness of FJ schemes differs from each other in various network environments.

However, there are few papers that summarize the research issues in FJ schemes, which are potentially feasible for URLLC. To the best of our knowledge, only two recent papers present overviews of FJ schemes. In particular, the authors in [67] gave a brief introduction to FJ schemes from the view of information theory while the authors in [68] introduced the integration of FJ methods with three techniques: multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), game theory, and energy harvesting. There is no comprehensive survey on FJ schemes for URLLC, especially on the integration with other wireless techniques and discussion on the applications of FJ schemes.

Therefore, this paper aims to present a comprehensive introduction to FJ schemes for URLLC. The main objective of this paper is to introduce the FJ methods and to introduce the approaches to overcome the shortcomings of FJ schemes according to the analysis of the FJ methods. The approaches include the integration of FJ with other emerging communication technologies and the diverse applications of FJ schemes as shown in Figure 1.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

- We introduce the theoretical fundamentals of friendly-jamming schemes. To be specific, performance metrics for evaluating the information security are presented, and a general wireless network with applications of friendly-jamming schemes is illustrated and analyzed. In addition, the challenges of applying FJ schemes in URLLC of 5G and beyond networks are illustrated.
- We review the integration of FJ schemes with various cutting-edge communication technologies, including beamforming, MIMO, full duplex, relay selection, network coding, and game theory. The integration of FJ schemes with these emerging communication technologies is helpful for improving the secrecy efficiency and effectiveness of FJ schemes.
- We also summarize the integration of FJ schemes with various network architectures, including cognitive radio networks, heterogeneous networks, IoTs, D2D networks, and UAV-aided networks. Owing to the characteristics of these networks, FJ signals shall be sufficiently utilized and the impact of FJ methods on legitimate transmission shall be mitigated. We also provide a case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of FJ scheme and outline the future directions in FJ schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction to FJ schemes. Section 3 introduces the integration of FJ with other communication techniques. Section 4 then discusses the integration of FJ with different types of network architectures. A case study of FJ scheme is provided in Section 5. Section 6 outlines future research directions. Section 7 concludes this paper. The acronyms used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

2. Overview of friendly-jamming techniques

In this section, we briefly introduce the security analysis of FJ schemes and the challenges of applying FJ schemes in URLLC of 5G and beyond networks.
2.1. Performance metrics

We first introduce the commonly adopted security performance metrics in wireless networks.

2.1.1. Secrecy Capacity

Secrecy capacity is a primary security performance metric, which describes the maximal achievable secure transmission rate. The secrecy capacity is generally considered as the upper bound of the transmission rate which satisfies the requirements of both reliability and secrecy. This metric is determined by the differentiation between the Shannon capacity of the legitimate link and Shannon capacity of the eavesdropping link [69, 70, 71].

Mathematically, the secrecy capacity $C_s$ is derived by the following expression,

$$C_s \triangleq [C_t - C_e]^+,$$

where $C_t = \log_2(1 + \xi_t)$ is the Shannon capacity of legitimate link and $C_e = \log_2(1 + \xi_e)$ is the Shannon capacity of eavesdropping link, $\xi_t$ represents the SINR at the legitimate receiver, and $\xi_e$ represents the SINR at the eavesdropper.

In realistic network environment, the value of $\xi_t$ is determined by the information-decoding sensitivity at the legitimate receiver, and the value of $\xi_e$ is determined by the decoding sensitivity at the eavesdropper.

2.1.2. SOP and COP

Obtaining the instantaneous SINR of eavesdropper $\xi_e$ is difficult because passive eavesdroppers which seldom emit signals are hardly been detected. Therefore, the security metric secrecy outage probability (SOP) is employed to analyze the eavesdropping activities [72, 73]. The SOP is the probability that secrecy outage (SO) event occurs when the received SINR at the eavesdropper is above a given threshold. To derive the SOP, only statistical knowledge of $\xi_e$ is required and the instantaneous knowledge of $\xi_e$ is not necessary. Mathematically, the SOP can be expressed by the following expression,

$$P_{SO} = \Pr (\xi_e \geq \xi_{th}) = 1 - F_{\xi_e} (\xi_{th}).$$

where $F(\cdot)$ represents the cumulative distribution function.

Similarly, the metric connection outage probability (COP) is used to describe the probability that a connection outage (CO) event occurs when the SINR at the legitimate receiver cannot reach the given minimal threshold value. The expression of COP is given by

$$P_{CO} = \Pr (\xi_t < \xi_{th}) = F_{\xi_t} (\gamma_{th}).$$

The SOP is considered to be the probability that the transmission fails to reach the perfect secrecy while the COP is considered to be the probability of an unsuccessful transmission. The goal of deploying friendly jammers in wireless networks is to minimize the SOP while maintaining the COP low enough, i.e., to improve the secrecy performance and meanwhile guaranteeing the reliability of wireless communication.

2.2. Friendly-jamming schemes

The aforementioned security performance metrics have been extensively adopted in recent studies. From the illustration of performance metrics, we can find the information security of wireless networks is heavily determined by the SINR of the eavesdropper and that of the legitimate receiver. Therefore, we analyze the effectiveness of the FJ scheme according to the SINR of the eavesdropper and that of the legitimate receiver.

2.2.1. Security analysis without FJ schemes

We consider a general wireless network as shown in Figure 2. In this network, multiple legitimate transmitters transmit confidential information to the corresponding legitimate receivers, and an eavesdropper in this network attempts to wiretap the transmitted legitimate information. The eavesdropper is assumed to be passive and does not transmit signals to avoid being discovered by legitimate users. If the eavesdropper generates signals, the appearance of eavesdropper can be easily discovered and be located with multiple technologies. The number of legitimate transmitters is $M$ and legitimate transmitters are denoted by by $\{t_0, t_1, \ldots, t_{M-1}\}$. We assume all the devices in this network are equipped with the omnidirectional antenna in this section.

Without loss of generality, we focus on the transmission link between legitimate transmitter $t_0$ and the corresponding legitimate receiver $r_0$ as shown in Figure 2. The legitimate information signal emitted by transmitter $t_0$ may potentially be wiretapped by an eavesdropper $E$. Based on the statistical channel state information, the SINR at

![Figure 2: Network model.](image-url)
the eavesdropper is given by [72, 28] as follows,
\[ \xi_e = \frac{P_T h_{0,d}^2 d_0^{-\alpha}}{\sigma^2 + I_{te}}, \]
where \( P_T \) is the transmitting power of legitimate transmitters, \( d_0 \) is the Euclidean distance between eavesdropper \( E \) and transmitter \( t_0 \), \( h_{0,d} \) is the fading coefficients of the channel between eavesdropper \( E \) and legitimate transmitter \( t_0 \), \( I_{te} = \sum_{m=1}^{M-1} P_T h_{em,d}^2 d_m^{-\alpha} \) represents the cumulative interference from legitimate transmitters to eavesdropper \( E \), \( h_{em,d} \) is the fading coefficients of the channel between eavesdropper \( E \) and transmitter \( t_m \), \( d_m \) is the Euclidean distance between eavesdropper \( E \) and transmitter \( t_m \), \( d_m \) denotes the path loss factor, \( \sigma^2 \) represent the additive white Gaussian noise.

The SINR at the desired legitimate receiver \( r_0 \) can be derived by
\[ \xi_{r_0} = \frac{P_T h_{0,r}^2 d_0^{-\alpha}}{\sigma^2 + I_{tr}}, \]
where \( h_{0,r} \) is the fading coefficients of the channel between legitimate receiver \( r_0 \) and legitimate transmitter \( t_0 \), \( d_0 \) is the Euclidean distance between receiver \( r_0 \) and legitimate transmitter \( t_0 \), \( I_{tr} = \sum_{m=1}^{M-1} P_T h_{r,m,d}^2 d_m^{-\alpha} \) represents the cumulative interference from legitimate transmitters to legitimate receiver \( r_0 \), \( h_{r,m,d} \) is the fading coefficients of the channel between legitimate receiver \( r_0 \) and legitimate transmitter \( t_m \), \( d_m \) is the Euclidean distance between receiver \( r_0 \) and legitimate transmitter \( t_m \).

### 2.2.2. Security analysis with FJ scheme

To protect the security of legitimate communications in this network, we introduce friendly jammers to emit jamming signals. The jamming signals confound the eavesdropper and prevent the eavesdropper from successfully decoding the legitimate messages. The number of friendly jammers is \( N \), and the friendly jammers are denoted by \( j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_N \).

After deploying FJ schemes in wireless networks, the SINR at the eavesdropper can be expressed by the following equation [65]
\[ \xi_e' = \frac{P_T h_{0,d}^2 d_0^{-\alpha}}{\sigma^2 + I_{te} + I_{je}}, \]
where \( P_T \) denotes the transmitting power of friendly jammers, \( I_{je} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} P_T h_{j_n,d}^2 d_n^{-\alpha} \) is the cumulative interference from friendly jammers to the eavesdropper \( E \), \( h_{j_n,d} \) is the fading coefficients of the channel between the eavesdropper \( E \) and the friendly jammer \( j_N \), \( d_n \) is the Euclidean distance between the eavesdropper \( E \) and the friendly jammer \( j_N \).

The SINR of desired legitimate receiver \( r_0 \) becomes
\[ \xi_{r_0}' = \frac{P_T h_{0,r}^2 d_0^{-\alpha}}{\sigma^2 + I_{tr} + I_{jr}}, \]
where \( I_{jr} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} P_T h_{j_n,d}^2 d_n^{-\alpha} \) is the cumulative interference from friendly jammers to receiver \( r_0 \), \( h_{j_n,d} \) is the fading coefficients of the channel between legitimate receiver \( r_0 \) and friendly jammer \( j_N \), \( d_n \) is the Euclidean distance between the receiver \( r_0 \) and the friendly jammer \( j_N \).

### 2.3. Challenges of applying friendly jamming

Although FJ schemes are effective in protecting the security of wireless information transmission, there are several challenges that remain to be solved before adopting FJ schemes in URLLC of 5G and beyond networks.

First, interference management is important for FJ methods. From the security analysis on FJ schemes in Section 2.2.2, we find that FJ schemes introduce the interference to both the eavesdropper and the legitimate receiver. To guarantee the reliability of legitimate communication, the impact of FJ noises on legitimate communication should be minimized. The FJ noises need to be concentrated on the eavesdropper based on various techniques and strategies.

In addition, deploying FJ schemes needs to be pervasive for resource-limited wireless networks. Applying friendly jamming at low cost should be available and the power of FJ signals should be limited. The FJ devices should be feasible for the most common communication protocols such as Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11).

Furthermore, the effectiveness of the FJ method is challenging in a dynamic environment when the impacts of multi-path effects, attenuation, and fast channel fading are considered [74]. FJ schemes that satisfy the high mobility requirement in URLLC of 5G and beyond networks are highly expected.

## 3. Integration of friendly jamming with other techniques

Friendly jamming is a promising approach to protect legitimate communication from being wiretapped. Nevertheless, FJ signals also have interference on legitimate receivers [75]. In order to satisfy the high-quality communication of URLLC, the integration of multiple communication techniques with FJ schemes is investigated.

### 3.1. Friendly Jamming with Beamforming

Beamforming is a technique that concentrates transmitting power on the desired direction. This technique can be used to concentrate FJ signals to eavesdroppers rather than to legitimate receivers, as shown in Figure 3. Hence, this technique is helpful to reduce the interference from FJ schemes on legitimate communications.

Several recent researches focused on designing the proper beamforming strategies for FJ schemes. In [82], the authors proposed a semi-adaptive beamforming strategy for FJ schemes in Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO) channels. When the communication rate is a fixed value, this
a beamforming enabled FJ scheme is proposed for large scale Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs). In this scheme, the secondary transmitters emit directional FJ signals to eavesdroppers to enhance the information security of the CRN. Similarly, a beamforming-enabled FJ scheme for CRNs is studied in [79], where the secondary transmitters emit directional FJ signals to improve the security performance of the secondary network.

In order to allocate the total transmitting power between the FJ signal and the information signal, the research [69] proposed an optimal power allocation strategy for their beamforming enabled FJ scheme. In [80], the authors investigated a beamforming enabled FJ scheme in the MISO channel. In this research, an optimal power allocation strategy is designed according to the imperfect CSI of the eavesdropper.

In the above researches, the perfect or imperfect CSI of eavesdroppers is assumed to be known. However, in a realistic communication environment, even knowing the statistical channel information of eavesdroppers is difficult.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Network Environment</th>
<th>Beamforming Deployment</th>
<th>Jamming Deployment</th>
<th>CSI of eavesdropper</th>
<th>Design Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[76]</td>
<td>MISO NOMA CR network with SWIPT</td>
<td>Primary BS and cognitive BS</td>
<td>Primary BS and cognitive BS</td>
<td>Imperfect</td>
<td>Improving the security of the primary network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[69]</td>
<td>MISOME wiretap channel</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>Maximizing the secrecy rate under an SOP and power constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[77]</td>
<td>Multi-cast multiuser directional system</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>Achieving a secure transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>MISO CR network with SWIPT</td>
<td>Cognitive BS</td>
<td>Cognitive BS</td>
<td>Imperfect</td>
<td>Guaranteeing secure communication and energy harvesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[79]</td>
<td>Underlay CR MISO system</td>
<td>Secondary transmitter</td>
<td>Secondary transmitter</td>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>Improving the secrecy rate of secondary system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80]</td>
<td>MISOME wiretap channel</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>Maximizing the secrecy rate under the SOP constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[81]</td>
<td>MISO wiretap channel</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>Maximizing the ergodic secrecy capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[82]</td>
<td>Two-tier 5G heterogeneous network</td>
<td>Marco BS</td>
<td>Marco BS</td>
<td>Imperfect</td>
<td>Optimizing the secrecy rate of a marco user in a macrocell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[83]</td>
<td>FJ aided MISO system</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>Maximizing the secrecy throughput under the requirement of reliable and secure transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[84]</td>
<td>FJ aided MISO system</td>
<td>Transmitter and Friendly jammer</td>
<td>Friendly jammer</td>
<td>No or Perfect</td>
<td>Solving the robust QoS based secure transmission design problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[85]</td>
<td>Large scale spectrum sharing network</td>
<td>Secondary transmitter</td>
<td>Secondary transmitter</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>Characterizing the impact of beamforming and FJ on network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[86]</td>
<td>Cellular network with hierarchical security structure</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>Maximizing the higher level information security performance under the constraint low level information secrecy rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[87]</td>
<td>Cooperative relay network</td>
<td>Relay node</td>
<td>Friendly jammer</td>
<td>Statistical or Perfect</td>
<td>Improving the secrecy rate by allocating the power optimally</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

strategy is helpful in maximizing the secrecy rate. The authors in [60] studied the beamforming enabled FJ schemes in a 5G HetNet and designed a secrecy transmission algorithm for optimizing the secrecy rate. In research [85],
since the eavesdroppers are usually passive and the locations of eavesdroppers are unknown. In [83], the authors investigated the scenario that CSI of eavesdroppers is unavailable. In this scenario, semi-definite relaxation (SDR) approach is required to solve the optimal power allocation problem. The research [76] proposed a beamforming enabled FJ scheme for MISO-NOMA based CRNs, where the secondary BS emits the directional FJ signals to assist the primary BS for maximizing the secrecy rate of the primary network. When the scenario that CSI of eavesdroppers is imperfect is considered, an SDR algorithm is proposed for minimizing the transmission power. In [78], the beamforming enabled FJ scheme and power splitting design in MISO based CRNs are investigated. In this research, the SDR is also used for solving the optimization problem.

Table 2 presents a summary corresponding to studies of integrating FJ schemes with beamforming techniques.

3.2. Friendly Jamming with MIMO

MIMO is a technique to improve the spectral and energy efficiencies by exploiting the benefits of multiple antennas. In PLS, MIMO is an effective technique to improve secrecy performance with the extra spatial degrees of freedom.

Consider a wireless network model as shown in Figure 2, where each of legitimate transmitters and receivers is equipped with q antennas. For simplicity, each eavesdropper is also equipped with q antennas while each friendly jammer is equipped with a single antenna. In this new scenario, the received signal of the legitimate receiver \( r_0 \) is shown by the following expression,

\[
y_{r_0} = \sqrt{P_T}H_{qq0}x_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{N_T-1} \sqrt{P_T}H_{qqn}x_n + \sum_{m=1}^{N_J} \sqrt{P_J}H_{qm}z_m + n_0,
\]

where \( H_{qq0} \) denotes the \( q \times q \) channel matrix between the legitimate transmitter \( t_0 \) and legitimate receiver \( r_0 \), \( H_{qqn} \) denotes a \( q \times q \) channel matrix between the \( n \)-th legitimate transmitter and legitimate receiver \( r_0 \), \( H_{qm} \) denotes the \( q \times 1 \) channel vector between the \( m \)-th friendly jammer and and eavesdropper \( E \), \( x_m^e \) is the \( q \times q \) information signal sent by legitimate transmitter \( t_n \) with unit power, \( z_m^e \) is the \( q \times 1 \) information signal sent by the \( n \)-th friendly jammer with unit power, \( n_0 \) is the \( q \times 1 \) information signal vector with unit power vector of additive Gaussian noise.

With a similar approach, we derive the received signal expression of eavesdropper \( E \) in the following,

\[
y_e = \sqrt{P_T}H_{q0}^c x_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{N_T-1} \sqrt{P_T}H_{qn}^c x_n + \sum_{m=1}^{N_J} \sqrt{P_J}H_{qm}^c z_m^e + n_e,
\]

where \( H_{q0}^c \) denotes the \( q \times q \) channel matrix between the legitimate transmitter \( t_0 \) and eavesdropper \( E \), \( H_{qn}^c \) denotes the \( q \times q \) channel matrix between the \( n \)-th legitimate transmitter and eavesdropper \( E \), \( H_{qm}^c \) denotes the \( q \times 1 \) channel vector between the \( m \)-th friendly jammer and eavesdropper \( E \), \( x_m^e \) is the \( q \times q \) information signal matrix sent by legitimate transmitter \( t_n \) with unit power, \( z_m^e \) is the \( q \times 1 \) information signal sent by the \( n \)-th friendly jammer with unit power, \( n_e \) is the \( q \times 1 \) information signal vector with unit power vector of additive Gaussian noise.

For improving the secrecy rate of a MIMO untrusted relay network, in which the legitimate receivers also serve as friendly jammers, the authors of [88] designed an alternating iterative optimization algorithm. This optimization algorithm is constrained by total source, FJ power, and relaying power together. Meanwhile, the authors in [36] studied the secrecy rate in a Gaussian MIMO system considering the help of a friendly jammer. In this research, the authors also analyzed the impact of eavesdropper’s CSI on secrecy performance.

Another research investigates the impact of eavesdropper’s CSI on secrecy performance of MIMO system is [89]. This research investigated maximizing the secrecy rate of MIMO untrusted two-way relay system under the cases that perfect and imperfect CSI is known. In this article, an iterative algorithm based on the constrained concave-convex procedure is designed when perfect CSI is known, and a weighted minimum mean square error based method is proposed when imperfect CSI is known. In [90], the authors analyzed the impact of eavesdroppers’ locations on the secrecy performance in the MIMO Rician channel. Moreover, [91] studied an FD MIMO relay network, where the FD friendly jammer is charged purely from RF energy-harvesting. In this research, a sufficient condition of self-energy recycling is derived to guarantee enough power supply at friendly jammers.

3.3. Friendly Jamming with Full Duplex

Figure 4: Integration of friendly jamming with full duplex technique. ISO: isolation; PA: power amplifier; SIC: self-interference cancellation; LNA: low-noise amplifier; ADC: analog-to-digital converter; DAC: digital-to-analog converter.

Comparing with HD communications, FD communications are feasible for 5G due to the high spectral efficiency.
In Figure 4, we show a scenario that FD technology is integrated with the FJ scheme. The legitimate receiver works in FD mode emit FJ signals to confound the eavesdropper. Several studies have recently investigated the integration of FD technology with FJ schemes. In [28], the authors proposed the FD enabled FJ scheme for protecting the confidential information in a two-tier decentralized communication network. In the overlaid tier of this network, the legitimate receiver in FD mode receives information signals and emits FJ signals simultaneously. The research [50] proposed a two-phase FD-enabled FJ scheme to maximize the secrecy rate of the communication system. In this scheme, after two phases’ transmission and signal processing, FJ signals at the legitimate receiver are cancelled but FJ signals at the eavesdropper are still effective.

Some studies concentrate on the integration of SWIPT with FD enabled FJ schemes. The work [95] investigates an FD and SWIPT system, in which the legitimate receiver also plays the role of energy-limited friendly jammer. The legitimate receiver receives the information signals as well as the wireless power from the legitimate transmitter, and then radiate FJ signals in FD mode. In the FD enabled FJ scheme proposed in [92], the legitimate receiver is also assumed to accumulate the energy form the legitimate transmitter first and then emit FJ signals to the eavesdropper. In [91], the FD friendly jammer is assumed to be self-energy recycled, which harvests energy from the ambient RF transmissions.

The integration of relaying system with FD enabled FJ schemes has been investigated in a substantial body of researches. In [93], the authors investigated an FD-enabled FJ scheme in a relaying system. In this system, the FD relay node radiates FJ signals to the eavesdropper. The authors [94] proposed an FJ scheme in a multihop relaying system. In this scheme, both legitimate receiver and relay nodes emit FJ signals to the colluding eavesdroppers.

A summary of the literature on integrating FJ schemes with full duplex technique is given in Table 3.

3.4. Friendly Jamming with Relay Selection

Relay selection is an effective method to improve energy efficiency by selecting one or multiple relays from a group of relays to forward information [51]. It may be beneficial to let the remaining relays to generate FJ signals interfere with eavesdroppers. Figure 5 presents a scenario that one relay device serves as a friendly jammer to emit FJ signals to interfere with the eavesdropper.

Several recent studies such as [96, 97, 52, 98] take advantage of relays to generate FJ signals to confound eavesdroppers. In [96], Choi and Lee studied an FJ technique to minimize the SOP of an amplify-and-forward relay network with multiple relays. In this network, both legitimate transmitters and legitimate receivers transmit jamming signals in different transmission phases by jointly allocate the power and select the relays. In [97], an FJ-aided two-way opportunistic relay selection scheme is proposed to enhance the communication security of the legitimate transmitters pair. The legitimate transmitters are relayed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Network Environment</th>
<th>Full Duplex Deployment</th>
<th>Jamming Deployment</th>
<th>CSI of Eavesdropper</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Two-tier heterogeneous decentralized wireless network</td>
<td>Receiver in the overlaid tier</td>
<td>Receiver in the overlaid tier</td>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>Maximizing the network-wide secrecy throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>Wireless communication system</td>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Transmitter and receiver</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>Maximizing the secrecy rate and the SOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[92]</td>
<td>Energy harvesting wireless network</td>
<td>Friendly jammer</td>
<td>Friendly jammer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Maximizing the SOP of wireless communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[91]</td>
<td>Full-duplex MIMO relay channel</td>
<td>Relay and friendly jammer</td>
<td>Friendly jammer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Securing the legitimate transmissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[93]</td>
<td>Full-duplex relaying system</td>
<td>Relay</td>
<td>Transmitter and relay</td>
<td>Imperfect</td>
<td>Maximizing the ergodic achievable secrecy rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>Multihop wireless network</td>
<td>Transmitter, receiver and relay</td>
<td>Transmitter, receiver and relay</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Maximizing the secure connection probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[95]</td>
<td>Full-duplex jamming SWIPT system</td>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Maximizing the COP, SOP, reliable secure probability and secrecy throughput</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Integration of friendly jamming with relay selection technique.
by multiple two-way relays with a decode-and-forward protocol. Their proposed scheme outperforms traditional direct transmission schemes according to the performance of the SOP and intercept probability. In [52], the authors proposed a secure buffer-aided relay selection scheme to improve the performance of SOP and end-to-end packet delay by allowing a subset of legitimate transmitters, relay devices, and legitimate receivers to transmit FJ signals cooperatively.

Jia et al. proposed an FJ aided cooperative relay selection scheme, where one cognitive relay is selected to forward the confidential information signal and the rest of the relays generate FJ signals to confound eavesdroppers [98]. In this research, the closed-form expression of SOP for their proposed scheme is derived with consideration of various system parameters. In an energy-harvesting cooperative communication system, Mabrouk et al. investigated an FJ technique to prevent the confidential data from being intercepted by untrusted relays [51]. In this research, the jamming signals are emitted by the legitimate transmitters and a relay selection scheme considering the battery power is proposed to reduce the power consumption.

3.5. Friendly Jamming with Physical Network Coding and Game Theory

A possible solution to avoid the interference of FJ schemes at legitimate transmission is to combine the jamming signal and information with physical network coding, and then extract the information signal from the mixed signals at the legitimate receiver. There are several attempts in integrating FJ method with physical network coding. In [99], random binary messages are integrated into the FJ signals by applying the physical layer network coding method while the legitimate receiver can obtain the message from mixed signals with the FJ seed from the communication protocol. Moreover, the work of [100] proposed an explicit and low-complexity polar coding scheme where the FJ strategies are implemented with polar codes. In [101], an FJ-aided message authentication codes (MACs) is developed to enhance the security of computation and information. In this approach, the FJ signals are used to prevent the eavesdropper from obtaining the key. Furthermore, the authors in [102] proposed an FJ-aided physical layer phase challenge-response authentication scheme to enhance the security of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing transmission. In this scheme, the FJ signals are introduced to the phase-modulated key to avoid potential key recovery behaviour.

Game theory is helpful for friendly jammers to choose the proper jamming opportunity to maximize energy efficiency under the constraints of transmission secrecy. In [103], Lu et al. investigated a scenario that the hybrid BS in a cellular network serves as both a power source and a friendly jammer for the Device-to-device (D2D) transmitter. In this scenario, an energy trading-based Stackelberg game is proposed to allocate the power for D2D devices and the BS optimally. Meanwhile, the work of [104] investigated a MIMO wiretap interference network, where FJ signals and information signals are transmitted jointly. Besides, a non-convex game approach is proposed to enhance the information security of each transmission link. Furthermore, the authors in [105] studied an FJ-aided CR network. In this research, the Stackelberg game is investigated to model the scenario, where the primary transmitter attempts to maximize its secrecy rate while the secondary transmitter attempts to maximize its energy efficiency. In [106], friendly jammers that are assumed to be selfishly are desired to obtain profits from generating jamming signals. In this research, a Bertrand game is introduced to help to offer the optimal pricing schemes for friendly jammers. In [107], the authors introduced the concept of social tie to present the jammer’s willingness to contribute to FJ. In this work, a social tie-based FJ game is investigated based on a pure Nash equilibrium.

4. Integration of Friendly Jamming with Various Network Architectures

FJ schemes are promising to protect the security of existing wireless networks without extra security countermeasures at either infrastructure or wireless devices. This section discusses the integration of FJ schemes with diverse wireless network architectures.

4.1. Friendly Jamming in Cognitive Radio Networks

CRN has widely been recognized as a dynamic spectrum access network layout to make sufficient usage of ra-
dio spectrum resources. Figure 6 shows a scenario that a secondary transmitter serves as a friendly jammer to improve the transmission security of primary users in a CRNs [85, 79, 37, 59]. In this case, FJ signals emitted by the desired secondary transmitter degrade the SNR level of the eavesdropper. On the other hand, compared with conventional wireless communication systems, the information security of CR networks is more challenging due to the strict requirement for QoS of the primary network, the overall interference, and the extra reliability of SUs to security threats. Therefore, a number of recent studies focused on investigating the application of FJ schemes in CRNs [76, 78, 79, 85, 87, 37, 59, 108, 109, 105, 98, 41], which have been reviewed individually in Section 3.

4.2. Friendly Jamming in Heterogeneous Networks

Heterogeneous network (HetNet) is a kind of modular, flexible, and extensible network architecture. On one hand, this architecture offers a platform to support various emerging wireless technologies, such as MIMO and NOMA; on the other hand, the rich diversity of communication devices and applications leads to the risks of communication security. In order to make full usage of this architecture to protect the legitimate transmission, friendly jammers have been extensively investigated in literature.

In particular, the authors in [28] proposed the FD FJ schemes in a two-tier decentralized HetNet. In the underlying tier of this network, the legitimate transmitter radiates information signals to the HD legitimate receiver. While in the overlaid tier, the legitimate transmitter sends confidential signals to the FD legitimate receiver, which radiates FJ signals and receives the desired signal simultaneously. Moreover, the optimal deployment density of the overlaid tier was investigated to improve the network-wide secrecy throughput under the constraints of communication performance in the underlaid tier. Moreover, in [60], FJ schemes are investigated in a two-tier 5G HetNet, which consists of macrocell tier and local cell tier. In this literature, three secrecy transmission algorithms employing beamforming, power allocation, and joint optimization methods are designed to fulfill different security requirements. Moreover, the secrecy transmission algorithms were proposed to enhance the information security with consideration of imperfect CSI and eavesdroppers.

Some researches utilized the modified Poisson hole process to model the locations of the active friendly jammers. In [110], the authors proposed a friendly jammer selection scheme to protect the confidential downlink transmission of HetNets from being wiretapped by eavesdroppers. In their scheme, the friendly jammers are selected to be active if their interference on legitimate communication is lower than a threshold. Furthermore, they investigated a scenario in which both friendly jammer selection and FD receivers are used to protect the downlink transmission of HetNets in [111]. Moreover, the FD receivers generate jamming signals to interfere with eavesdroppers when the friendly jammers in the guard zones are silent.

The authors in [86] proposed an FJ-aided optimal beamforming scheme to guarantee layered information security based on a hierarchical security structure. They designed a convex approximation-based algorithm to solve the non-convexity of the optimal beamforming problem. Moreover, they proposed a low complexity zero-forcing beamforming scheme to improve computational efficiency. Furthermore, [112] investigated the performance of the FJ method to protect the communication security in the heterogeneous the D2D underlaying cellular networks. This work proposed both a non-coordinated jamming strategy and a coordinated jamming strategy to reduce the compromised secrecy region. Meanwhile, the security problem of D2D link instead of the cellular link is considered due to the lack of high layer security strategies of the D2D link.

4.3. Friendly Jamming in D2D Communications

The merit of Device-to-device (D2D) communication is to reuse the spectrum resources between the devices located in short distances without the network infrastructure. Compared with the conventional infrastructure-based networks, D2D communications can enhance radio spectrum reuse and reduce the delay [113].

Aiming to archive the maximal secrecy throughput of a wireless D2D network under the constraint of SOP, [61] proposed a switched FD/HD mode adaptive FJ transmission scheme with low complexity. In [57], Chu et al. investigated a scenario that a wireless D2D communication system that was wirelessly-powered by hybrid BSs in a cellular network, in which BSs also generate FJ signals to confuse the eavesdropper. An interaction between BS and D2D users can be modeled by two Stackelberg games depending on energy trading or without energy trading. A similar network environment was investigated in [103], which presented a Stackelberg game based energy trading scheme with consideration of the quadratic energy cost model. The authors also derived the closed-form Stackelberg equilibria of the formulated games through analyzing the social welfare optimization problem.

Wang et al. investigated a D2D communication system with the existence of multiple friendly jammers and eavesdroppers in [114], in which, both the optimal friendly jammer selection and the transmitting power allocation are investigated to protect the security of D2D links. The optimization problem is solved by their proposed heuristic genetic algorithm. Moreover, in [115], Wang et al. focused on the security of clustered D2D communications underlay in cellular networks. To protect the communication security of clustered D2D users, the authors proposed an optimization scheme for relay and friendly jammer selection. A Dinkelbach-type algorithm based fractional programming method is designed to solve the optimization problem.

D2D Communication usually coexist with other types of networks. In [116], the authors studied a scenario of
D2D link underlying a cellular network, where an eavesdropper attempts to eavesdrop the confidential signal. In this research, the D2D users are considered to serve as friendly jammers and a power allocation scheme is proposed to improve the secrecy performance. Furthermore, the authors in [117] introduced a UAV-aided D2D communication system, where the D2D receivers working in FD mode generate FJ signals to confuse the eavesdroppers. The results showed that the secure capacity of this system can be improved by adjusting the UAV’s position and coverage.

### 4.4. Friendly Jamming in UAV-aided Networks

The Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)-enabled mobile communication has drawn extensive attention due to the rapid growth of UAVs. In particular, UAVs can serve as friendly jammers to protect wireless communication. Figure 7 shows a scenario, in which UAVs serve as friendly jammers and emit FJ signals to confuse the eavesdropper.

The research [118] presented a UAV-aided communication system, in which a UAV acts as the air-to-ground friendly jammer whereas an eavesdropper tries to wiretap the legitimate confidential transmission. In this research, both the influence of UAV jamming power as well as its 3D spatial deployment on the secrecy performance have been analyzed. Meanwhile, the work of [63] considered a case that a mobile UAV served as a friendly jammer to opportunistically interfere with the eavesdropper to safeguard the information security of ground transmission channel. In this research, an iterative algorithm was proposed to jointly optimize the jamming power and UAV’s trajectory with consideration of the constraints of finite transmit power and the UAV’s mobility.

In some researches, a part of UAVs serve as legitimate user while the rest of UAVs serve as friendly jammer. In [119], the authors have investigated a UAV-ground communication system, where a UAV serves as BS and emits confidential information signals to legitimate ground users, and an idle UAV serves as a friendly jammer whereas multiple ground eavesdroppers with unknown position information attempt to eavesdrop the confidential signals. In this work, the authors designed an algorithm to optimize the flying trajectories and transmitting power for both UAVs to maximize secrecy performance. A similar network environment is considered in [120], where one UAV sends information signals to a legitimate ground user while the other UAVs generate FJ noise signals to confuse a suspicious eavesdropper on the ground. This research essentially concentrates on optimizing the UAVs’ trajectories to improve the secrecy performance of the communication system. Besides, the work [121] investigated a problem in which one mobile UAV tries to send confidential information signals to legitimate receivers on the ground while another cooperative UAV transmits the FJ signal. An algorithm is designed to jointly optimize the transmit power, the trajectory of the UAVs, and the scheduling sequence of legitimate receivers.

Some studies focused on the scenario that the UAVs act as eavesdropper. In [122], the authors considered a network in which a group of UAVs serves as friendly jammers while the other UAVs are eavesdroppers. The legitimate ground transmissions are protected by friendly UAVs from the eavesdropping attacks of UAV eavesdroppers. In this literature, the probability of line-of-sight channels for the air-to-ground links is approximated by their proposed piecewise function. Moreover, in [123], a UAV-aided MISO system in which multiple eavesdroppers exist is investigated. In this research, a UAV acts as a friendly jammer and safeguard the information security against multiple eavesdroppers when the CSI is imperfect. In particular, the authors investigated the beamforming of FJ signals, the optimal UAV placement strategy and the optimal power allocation between information signals, and FJ signals.

### 4.5. Friendly Jamming in IoT

IoT is vulnerable to the eavesdropping attacks due to the limitations of IoT devices in terms of the size, power, and computational capability [124]. The FJ schemes have been adopted to improve the security of IoT systems. In particular, the authors in [65] investigated the security of IoT networks, where sensors, controllers, and actuators coexist. The security of downlink message transmission from a controller to an actuator can be enhanced by introducing FJ signals to confound the eavesdroppers. Meanwhile, in [125], an anti-eavesdropping scheme is applied to protect the information security of the wireless network of things. In this study, both the impact of various channel conditions and placement schemes of friendly jammers on secrecy performance are investigated. Moreover, in [126], Kim and Choi studied an IoT network where the transmitter generates FJ signal and information signal simultaneously under an optimal power allocation strategy without the receiver’s CSI. In this network, cancellation
capability is required at the receiver to cancel the jamming interference from transmitter aided by shared secret keys.

The research [127] investigated the security of a Cognitive IoT network, where sensors and actuators acting as secondary users and access the licensed spectrum bands provided by primary users. To enhance the security of this network, a number of secondary users harvest energy transmitted by the legitimate transmitter and generate FJ signals to confuse the eavesdroppers with the harvested energy. Moreover, in [128], the authors proposed a secrecy transmission protocol for the cognitive IoT network. In particular, two selection schemes are designed to select one SU to transmit secondary signals and select another one to transmit FJ signals against eavesdropping. In addition, the work of [129] focused on enhancing the security of industrial IoT with the UAV-enabled FJ scheme. In this work, UAV friendly jammers (each of which is equipped with a directional antenna) generate FJ signals to interfere with eavesdroppers outside of the factory.

5. Case study

In this section, we introduce a case study of applying beamforming-assisted FJ scheme to protect the communication security in a limited circular region [130]. As shown in Figure 8, legitimate users in the network communicate with each other in a limited region (such as factory, laboratory, hospital, etc.). Legitimate transmitters transmit confidential information to legitimate receivers within the transmission region. At the same time, an eavesdropper outside the communication region may eavesdrop the confidential signals due to the openness of wireless channels. The eavesdropper that is assumed to be passive does not transmit signals to avoid being discovered. Due to the absence of authenticated permission to enter this area, the eavesdropper cannot enter the communication region. We assume that legitimate transmissions are conducted inside the circular communication area with radius $R$. The locations of $M$ legitimate transmitters are randomly distributed according to the homogeneous Poisson Point Process. The eavesdropper appears outside of the communication region. The distance between the eavesdropper and the boundary of the communication region is $D$. Each device except friendly jammers is assumed to be equipped with an omnidirectional antenna.

To protect the wireless transmission inside of the limited circular region, we deploy $N$ friendly jammers at the boundary of the communication region to generate FJ signals. In this scheme, the beamforming technology is applied, because applying the directional antenna can concentrate the jamming signal on the potential eavesdropped area rather than the legitimate communication region. Therefore, we propose the Dir-FJ scheme where friendly jammers are equipped with the directional antenna. For comparison, we consider the Omni-FJ scheme where friendly jammers are equipped with the omnidirectional antenna. We also consider the Non-FJ scheme, in which no friendly jammer is deployed. In this case, we adopt the information security performance metric SOP introduced in Section 2.

We first present SOP results of three types of schemes: Dir-FJ scheme, Omni-FJ scheme, and Non-FJ scheme with the varied number of friendly jammers $N$, as shown in Figure 9. In this figure, the curves represent the analytical results and the dots represent the simulation results. The analytical results and simulation results match well, verifying the accuracy of the analytical result. As shown in Figure 9, deploying friendly jammers will lead to a significant decrease in the SOP of the network, especially when there are more than 2 friendly jammers deployed. For instance, when the number of friendly jammers $N = 6$, the SOP of Omni-FJ scheme is 0.2221 reduced (i.e., 40.96% reduction) compared to that of Non-FJ scheme, and the SOP of Dir-FJ scheme is 0.3937 reduced (i.e., 72.72% reduction) compared to that of Non-FJ scheme. On the other
hand, we find that deploying a large number of friendly jammers may also be unnecessary. When the number of friendly jammers $N$ is larger than 8, increasing the number of friendly jammers will not lead to a significant decrease in the SOP. In the Dir-FJ scheme, the curve of SOP drops rapidly as long as we deploy a few friendly jammers.

From Eq.(4) shown in Section 2.2, we find that the distance $D$ plays a critical role in the SINR of the eavesdropper, heavily affecting the SOP of the network. To demonstrate the effect of FJ schemes on the geometrical distribution of SOP according to the location of the eavesdropper, we provide experimental results shown in Figure 10. As shown in Figure 10, we demonstrate the 2D distribution of SOP in wireless networks for each location of the eavesdropper. We assume that the radius of the limited circular communication region $R$ is 20. Meanwhile, the distance $D$ between the eavesdropper and the boundary of the communication region varies from 0 to 20. The white empty area in the center of each subfigure in Figure 10 represents the protected circular legitimate communication region, where the eavesdropper cannot enter due to the lack of authenticated permission. Figure 10(a) illustrates the SOP distribution without deploying friendly jammers, the dark red area represents the most dangerous area that the legitimate information from transmitter $t_0$ is potentially wiretapped with high probability (around 70%), and the dark blue area represents the safest area that the legitimate information is potentially wiretapped with low probability (less than 10%). Figure 10(b) illustrates the SOP distribution of the network with Omni-FJ scheme. We find that the SOP at the majority surrounding area outside the legitimate communication region is around 25%. When the beamforming technology is applied on friendly jammers, as shown in Figure 10(c), the SOP at the majority area where the eavesdropper may appear is reduced to be around 10%.

6. Future Research Directions

In Section 3 and Section 4, we introduce the studies on the integration of FJ schemes with multiple communication technologies as well as the applications of FJ schemes in different types of wireless networks. However, there are still a number of research efforts expected in the future to overcome the drawbacks of FJ schemes while maximizing the advantages of them. As shown in Figure 11, we summarize the future directions in the following aspects.

6.1. Placement Strategies of Friendly Jammers

The integration of beamforming and FJ schemes is beneficial since the beamformed FJ signal will concentrate their power on the eavesdropper rather than at legitimate receivers. However, it is a prerequisite to obtain accurate CSI before applying beamforming FJ while it is challenging to obtain the CSI of eavesdroppers, especially for passive eavesdroppers who remain quiet. Therefore, it is still a challenge to deploy friendly jammers to minimize the interference at legitimate receivers while maximizing the interference at eavesdroppers when CSI at eavesdroppers is difficult to be obtained.

One of the potential solutions is designing the proper placement strategies of friendly jammers without accurate CSI of eavesdroppers. In particular, friendly jammers can be deployed in an area to directionally interfere the unsecured area where eavesdroppers may exist while there is no interference in other regions where legitimate communications take place. In this way, the security of legitimate communications will be significantly improved while the impact on normal communications will be mitigated. For example, some of the recent studies such as [130] propose to place directional friendly jammers in a circle where the legitimate communications occur within the circular area while the eavesdroppers are located outside the circular area. In this way, the impacts on legitimate communications are minimized while the eavesdroppers are interfered with.
As a key technology for 5G or 6G wireless networks, MIMO is often integrated with beamforming technologies while it also has high CSI requirements on legitimate communications. However, in the dynamic network environments, the acquisition of CSI of legitimate devices and illegal devices is a nontrivial task. Therefore, the difficulty to obtain the CSI should be considered when designing the FJ schemes for MIMO systems. The potential solutions include designing secure and robust CSI feedback mechanisms and proposing proper placement strategies of friendly jammers.

6.2. Convergence with Cutting-edge Communication Technologies

An FJ scheme alone cannot work well for 6G networks. It is expected to integrate the FJ scheme with other cutting-edge communication technologies. In particular, SWIPT is a method that greatly improves the energy efficiency and the integration of SWIPT and FJ method makes full use of the FJ signals. However, low energy transfer efficiency results in a short energy harvest distance. According to the previous analysis, the legitimate transmitter is required to be placed close to friendly jammers to harvest the energy because the energy harvesting circuitry is not that sensitive as information decoding circuitry. In this case, the information signals are mixed with FJ signals. So, low energy harvest efficiency is still the key obstacle on the way to prevent SWIPT from being widely adopted in 6G networks [131]. In addition, the integration of network coding and SWIPT in FJ schemes may be a promising research direction that can be helpful in solving such problems. If legitimate receivers could decode the useful information from the mixed signal based on the prior knowledge while eavesdroppers could not, the secrecy performance is improved in this network environment.

In addition, full duplex technology enables the simultaneous receiving process and transmitting process to be integrated into one device. With this technology, the friendly jammers can be acted by relay devices or legitimate receivers in FJ schemes, consequently reducing the network complexity. However, when this technology is applied in FJ schemes, the self-interference mitigation method is important. Hardware imperfections such as non-linear distortions, phase noise, and non-ideal frequency responses of circuits will significantly degrade the performance of full duplex. Despite the rapid advances in the self-interference suppression approaches for FD devices, the current analog cancellation circuits are still too bulky for the Internet of Things [132]. The mitigation of unwanted interference of FJ signals on the relay devices or legitimate receivers should be further explored to avoid the received signals' quality decrement.

6.3. Reliability of Legitimate Transmission

CRN is a promising network technology to improve spectral efficiency. As introduced in Section 3, multiple techniques are studied to be integrated with FJ schemes under the CR network environment. In CR works, the secondary transmitters serve as friendly jammers to protect the security of the primary transmission. In this scenario, the reliability of primary transmission should be considered in security objectives, because the FJ schemes may degrade the performance of primary transmission. Therefore, when designing the FJ schemes for the CRN system, the constraints of security and reliability of primary transmission should be jointly taken into account. The global optimization with the joint considerations of security and reliability is still open to be explored.

When designing the effective FJ schemes in IoT, the limited battery, computation ability, and the low-cost hardware of most IoT devices should be considered. On one hand, applying FJ schemes in IoT requires no change of the original network, which is feasible to the characteristics of IoT devices. On the other hand, the aforementioned constraints of IoT devices require the mitigation of friendly jammers' interference on legitimate transmission. The IoT devices may fail to decode the useful information from the received mixed signals if the received FJ signal is strong, because the signal processing requirements for low-powered IoT devices besides normal communication should be treated as an extra burden. The technique such as beamforming should be integrated with FJ schemes to minimize the interference of FJ signals on legitimate transmissions in the IoT.

6.4. Friendly Jamming in UAV-enabled Networks

Due to the rapid growth of UAV applications in the military and civilian environment, applying UAVs to emit FJ signals has been extensively investigated in recent studies. However, different from conventional wireless networks that have often been analyzed in a two-dimensional (2D) plane, UAV-enabled networks require the analysis through the whole 3D space. In contrast to 2D networks, the 3D air-ground wireless communication environment is
more complicated. Thus, different channel models need to be considered. Another important characteristic of UAV-aided communication is mobility. With the consideration of UAV’s mobility, building the 3D wireless communication model to analyze the performance of FJ schemes in UAV-enabled networks still deserves to be explored.

Meanwhile, UAVs may play a role as a malicious user instead of the friendly jammer. In particular, in IoT networks, some sensor devices are mounted on the top of the buildings. For example, the sensors in some smart healthcare networks are equipped at the roof of the house to monitor the health status of the patients while a malicious UAV intruder may wiretap the confidential and sensitive information from the patients. In the future, it is worthwhile to investigate the countermeasure to these malicious attacks. For example, we may place a friend jammer on top of the build to mitigate the eavesdropping activities from the air. When we investigate to protect the security of wireless transmission in such IoT networks with FJ schemes, the height from the devices to the floor should not be ignored.

7. Conclusion

The wide adoption of URLLC in 5G and beyond communications is facing some challenges, especially in the security aspect. In contrast to the conventional cryptographic methods that have a stringent computational requirement on end devices, FJ schemes neither require end devices to conduct computationally-complex operations nor alterations on current communication/networking infrastructures, thereby exhibiting strengths in assuring security of URLLC. There are a number of studies on FJ schemes in wireless communications. In this article, we present a comprehensive review on existing studies of FJ schemes. We first give an overview of FJ schemes as well as performance metrics. We then discuss that FJ schemes can be integrated with diverse communication technologies such as beamforming, multiple-input multiple-output, full duplex, and relay selection. We next discuss the applications of FJ schemes in different networks, including cognitive radio networks, heterogeneous networks, Internet of things, D2D networks, and UAV aided networks. To demonstrate the effectiveness of FJ schemes, we also provide a case study of the beamforming assisted FJ scheme. Finally, the future research directions of FJ schemes are also summarized.
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